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HELPING OUR TEENS KEEP FIT
Why have we written this guide? As parents of teens ourselves 2020 has been
a difficult year to keep our teens engaged in their fitness and health. We know
it is hard to keep the majority of our teens motivated during this time and we
know that exercise and moving everyday helps our teens to have greater,
energy & motivation, it helps to maintain a healthy weight and exercise
creates positive changes in brain chemistry and architecture.
Some like our daughter, who is super motivated, it hasn’t been as hard but the
walk from her room to fridge and pantry have left a worn path down the
hallway. Then there is our son, whose interest with digital games means we’ve
had to come up with some pretty creative ways to get him moving.
So to help our teens keep up their fitness especially as all of their sports have
been cancelled, we’ve put this guide together with ways to help them be
active and hopefully you reap the benefits too!
A little about us, we have a family owned PT Studio in Canterbury, we live
locally in Surrey Hills and we are passionate about our communities where we
live and work and importantly about our communities fitness, health and
happiness.
We hope this guide will help you as parents to keep your teens physically and
mentally fit.
We sincerely hope you enjoy this and feel free to contact us anytime we’re
glad to be help our community.
Linda, Jean-Claude and the ALTA Fitness team.

5 WAYS TO HELP TEENS BE ACTIVE
No one is perfect and no two people are the same but exercise is an absolute
must for all and now more than ever. Exercise is a life long activity and forming
good habits now will help our teens to live long, healthy lives. Good exercise is
gaining good mobility, stability, flexibility, strength, endurance and cardio capacity,
so mixing it up is important.
1. HAVE A GOAL:
Having a goal gives them something to aim for and whilst the reward to getting
back to their sport or activity may not be till next year they can start now. So first
step is get them to write down their goal for 2021.

Short term we use the Canadian Fitness Test - for many teens it is a great measure
to see improvement each month. The Canadian Fitness test is 1 min of exercise, 1
min rest – 5 different exercises whereby you count how many times they can do a
pushup, chin up, crunches, step jumps and dips in a minute or choose an another
exercise could be how many goals they get in the ring in a minute. Then next
month you test again and they’ll be surprised to see how much they can improve –
trust us a teen loves it when they can do more pushups, dips, goals than last time
– it gives bragging rights!
2. SET THE CLOCK ALARM:
There are many options to setting the clock alarm but the whole reason behind it
is setting up a regular routine - teens do like routine and it gives them purpose.
• 7am Early wake up – 15mins of exercise
• 1pm Lunch break – 15mins exercise
• 4pm Afternoon clock – 15mins exercise
• Or every 45-60min alarm – 5 mins stretching or light aerobic
3. MAKE IT MOTIVATING & FUN:
Exercise has to be fun or engaging or motivating - full stop. If it’s not fun,
engaging or motivating forget it, your teen will quit. So sit down with them or get
them to write a list for you what they’d like to do. Sometimes it may cost a few
dollars to set up but most times it’s free – And really listen to them it may not be
your thing but anything they gets them moving is a good thing.

We’ve a temporary volley ball in our backyard and sure it has totally wrecked our
lawn but we have spent hours outside playing – it’s fun, it gets their heart rate up,
they have to use a range of body movements sure they need a participant but hey
another person in the family gets to exercise too! So it maybe mowing in a cricket
pitch (even at your local park - take down the mower and do it for your teens),
setting up an obstacle course, getting a hang bar in your garage for pull ups or
chin ups or a boxing bag – we found a cheap old one on gumtree.
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4. JOIN IN:
Now parents this is where you really come in – join them whatever it is,
seriously they will appreciate it and you will too, our teens really need us even
if they don’t think so and if they see you being active and having fun it is
motivating and as a bonus it is a great bonding experience.

Throw, kick, play ball. Exercise your self and ask them to join you – they will
eventually plus for our teen boys particularly they like to show off, be stronger
and their hormones are racing at this age and need an outlet.
For girls too, set challenges, we have had a new challenge every month. For
example we started with 10 push ups (on our knees) then everyday we had to
add 2 so by the end of the month we had done over a 1000 push ups in a
month! We’ve also done squat challenges, do it your way, and more – think
broad, think fun, think do it together!
5. FIND A FRIEND:
Being outdoors is a big plus and in the sun even better! Teens need social
activities so encourage them to get out to the park, oval and meeting a friend
is so important. It is so hard not being able to tackle or share a ball, wearing
masks sucks but with a little thought meeting up at the local school or park
each with their own ball they can still hang out together or go for a walk or
ride is so good for their mental as well as physical health.
LASTLY:
Last words from us, we get it, it is tough for many of our teens during this
time and exercise is often far more boring than Netflix binging or playing
games online. Adding a routine say 15-30mins a day of exercise or exercising
Mon, Wed, Fri is a start. And, seriously you need to join in sometimes too. We
can tell you we had no idea how to play volleyball and they laughed out loud
at our early attempts but we are now giving them a run for their money. Sure
we can lose nearly every game but hey it makes them happy and they can
boast until the cows come home, it’s priceless!

Oh and a little bonus I’ve added on our Sleep tips as well – hope you enjoy
our teen guide as we are here to help our community to be fitter, healthier
and happier!

SLEEP WELL
Our body needs good sleep and the benefits go way further than just feeling
less tired. The benefits can help protect our teens mental and physical health.
For teens this is one of the MOST important aspects of keeping fit and can be
one of the hardest to address.
Tips to improve their sleep
• Go to sleep at the same time most nights
• Spend the right amount of time in bed approx 8-10 hours - don’t oversleep
• Wind down and relax before bed – bed is not for entertainment i.e. screens
• Make sure your bedroom is dark & comfortable
• Avoid caffeine anytime they are stimulants and not suitable for young people
• Take a nap if required– a short 20min relax is ideal but no longer
• Don’t watch the clock – it just makes you more anxious
Reasons to improve your sleep
• Improve your memory – your mind is busy while you snooze and during
sleep you can strengthen memories or practice skills learned while you were
awake
• Live Longer – if you sleep better – not necessarily longer you can certainly
live a better life
• Healing the body – during sleep your body repairs your heart and blood
vessels. Sleep deficiency is linked to increased heart disease, diabetes,
obesity and many other diseases.
• Spur Creativity – sleep helps to consolidate memories or make them
stronger your brain appears to re organise and restructure them which may
result in more creativity.
• Be a winner – for teens one simple way to improve your performance is
sleep
• Have a healthy weight – research as shown that people who are well rested
are likely to lose more weight. Sleep and metabolism are controlled by the
same sectors of the brain, so when you are sleepy those same hormones can
drive appetite
• Lower Stress – sleep and stress are nearly the same and both affect
cardiovascular health – sleep definitely reduces levels of stress
• Steer clear of depression – a good nights sleep can help a moody person
decrease anxiety and gain more emotional stability
Source: sleephealthfoundation.org.au, health.com, nhlbi.nih.gov
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